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How The Personal Charges
Premium on Seasonal Vehicles
Seasonal vehicles include motorcycles,
mopeds, scooters and snowmobiles. The Personal
Insurance Company charges a ‘seasonal’ premium for
the months of typical seasonal use, but provides you
with coverage all year, just in case there’s that one nice
day in the winter that you want to take your
motorcycle out for a ride. An additional benefit is that if your policy includes “comprehensive”
coverage, which covers loss or damage caused by perils such as fire, theft, vandalism, or hail, your
vehicle is protected all year round. For your convenience, the payments for the ‘seasonal’ premium
are spread equally over 12 months.
Unfortunately, this process can cause some confusion if a policy is cancelled before its
renewal date. Although your ‘seasonal’ payments are spread monthly over a year, your total annual
premium is actually allocated only to the months of the seasonal use period, in lesser and greater
amounts depending on typical vehicle usage during each of those months. For example, motorcycles
tend to be used less frequently in March and more
frequently in July, so less of your monthly payments are allocated to March and more are allocated
to July. And none of your monthly payments are allocated to December or to January, which are
not part of the seasonal use period (although you’re still covered for that ride on that nice day).
If you cancel your policy before your renewal date, your balance due will reflect the total
cost of insurance for the months of the seasonal period that have passed and for which you were
covered.
If you would like to learn more about seasonal vehicle insurance with The Personal, a licensed agent
will answer any questions you may have.
The Personal provides group rates on home and auto insurance to members of the Toronto
Electrical Utilities Credit Union. For customer service or to get a quote, call The Personal at 1-888476-8737 or visit us online at www.thepersonal.com/teucu.

E-Statements!
TEUCU’s Bio-Incredible Products (like EStatement) allow you to help save the
environment, while also reducing your risk of
fraud and identity theft.

“If you can find a path with no
obstacles, it probably doesn’t lead
anywhere.”
Frank A. Clark
In North America , a Baby Boomer turns 50
every 7-10 seconds...
Are you ready for your retirement? You can get a
TEUCU RRSP Loan at Prime. This will allow you to
save for your retirement with no worries about
beating those pesky deadlines.You can made your
payments via Payroll deduction. Call TEUCU today at
416-542-2522 or apply online and find out how we
can help you get ready for the best years of your life.

Attention Leaf Fans!
From now until
December 14, 2007 when
you get a new TEUCU loan
product over $10,000.00, you
will be entered into a draw
for a FRAMED jersey
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Qtrade is Number One, For the Second Time!
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DID YOU KNOW... that The Globe and Mail's Report on Business
has once again ranked Qtrade
Investor as Canada's #1 online
brokerage for the second year in a
row?
The Globe and Mail rankings are a
result of a broad-based review
that covers every area of the
Head Office
client experience from tools and
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research, trading technology,
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investment selection, fees and
commissions, ease of website
Service Centre
navigation, to overall customer
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satisfaction. Out of the 14
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brokerages in Canada, Qtrade is
thrilled to be ranked #1 for the
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second consecutive year. In
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addition to being rated #1 overall,
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they are especially pleased to
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continue to rank #1 in the
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category of "Customer
TelephoneTeller - 416-465-8251
Satisfaction" - a ranking they have
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held since 2002. Want to know
more? Please call 416-542-2522.

